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Tracklist: m3u - Playlist

A1 Robert Babicz Remix Listen  
---------------------------------- --------------

A2 Mike S. Remix Listen
----------------------------------  --------------

B1 Alex Bau Remix Listen       
----------------------------------  --------------

B2 Danito Remix Listen      
----------------------------------  --------------

 
Release Notes:

Who of you still knows it? The legendary track “Adventures of Dama” 
by the Cybordelics? For the fans of that classics and inquisitive people, 
who have not been part of the scene back in 1998, there is now good 
news. On Harthouse Mannheim a new edition of the track will be 
released now. This project was founded back then with the three 
producers Daniel Varga, Milan Zemanec and Mike S. The latter is 
distinguished in this new version again and also responsible for the 
fresh sound.
Mike S. conjures a melodically beautiful new version of the classic. 
Sound engineer Robert Babicz, however, makes the oldschool Techno 
roots revive and plays with plenty of beats and percussions, before 
initiating the duly melody theme. Probably the hardest version of 
“Adventures of Dama” comes from none other than Techno master 
Alex Bau and bangs on almost eleven minutes right to the front. Those 
who prefer hip moving Tech-House, should check out the remix of 
Danito, because this has everything the genre promises, without any 
pigeonhole thinking.
A true classic of Techno history shines in a new guise. Here, the style 
Techno shows all its magnificent colors and diversity. 15 year old sounds 
remixed and reinterpreted. Let's hope that there will be another 
chapter of Cybordelics for the 30th anniversary.
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